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 ASSOCIATION NOTICES 

A WORD FROM OUR CHAIRMAN 
It is shameful that some people out there have decided that it would be a jolly 
wheeze to rip off and scam vulnerable people while they can take advantage of 
the Coronavirus pandemic.  Without wanting to sound naive I really cannot get 
my head around how these people's brains work (I quote some examples of this 
elsewhere in this issue).  There is a high degree of irony with this disease and 
the impact it is having.  The resilient, tough, and well-schooled 'war generation' 
children of the thirties/forties  are the very people who are at greatest risk of 
suffering (now 80-plus).  What they must be thinking about some of the selfish 
and thoughtless twenty-first century generation who have had it so easy by 
comparison is probably best left out of this passage. 

Life of sorts does go on though, and although I do not want this missive to reflect 
doom and gloom, I have saved a few issues up for this month that I feel must be 
highlighted to all you Petts Woodians.  There seems to be an influx over recent 
weeks of reports of repeat crimes we need to be aware of.  Catalytic converter 
thefts are a recent one to hit my inbox.  These apparently contain Platinum, 
Palladium and Rhodium.  All are expensive metals with Palladium valued at 
twice that of Gold.  There are far larger quantities of these metals in catalytic 
converters on hybrid vehicles.  Stolen items are sold as scrap.  Typical price is 
circa £350, whereas that from a non-hybrid model is substantially less.  Then we 
have cars stolen, and stolen number plates from another car are placed on them 
- frequently so quickly they may not have yet been reported.  Cars are usually 
driven three up and sometimes in convoy with another vehicle where they scout 
a target area.  The suspects will use a heavy car jack with a ‘jaws of life’ tool, or 
angle grinder to cut the catalytic converter from the rest of the exhaust.  In most 
cases all the suspects wear balaclavas or face masks and usually swap other 
stolen plates after each theft.  There are some crime prevention options 
available online including ‘Catlocs’ and other devices to prevent catalytic 
converters being cut off.  Make sure the car is not parked in a dark corner of a 
car park and if you have home CCTV, that will help.  While this does not prevent 
all offences, it will provide a deterrent.  Some of the manufacturers have already 
designed out the problem and catalytic converters have been relocated to 
harder-to-reach areas under the vehicle. 

Next, although a while ago, now, Bromley Police have identified the suspect to 
the linked series of offences in the Darrick Wood area.  This suspect was 
charged and remanded to court.  Then there was a case, albeit a few weeks 
ago, where a young girl was petrified when a man in a balaclava ran at her when 
she opened the front door.  He had been hiding out of sight behind a wall in 
Woodlands Way.  And finally, there was an incident where a man was arrested 
in Station Square and charged with possession and supply of drugs.  We always 
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talk about how safe Petts Wood is and, compared with a lot of London it is, but 
these issues should be a stark warning against complacency, and please make 
sure you report anything to the Police.  If they think nothing is happening here, 
we will never see them! 
Meanwhile the lockdown at the time of writing continues.  Our PW&DRA AGM 
was eventually cancelled, and I have called off all Committee meetings until 
further notice.  That said, your Committee continue to work from home on any 
issues they feel the need to represent you on.   In my few forays into Petts Wood 
I have to say I think people have behaved admirably as it has for the most part 
been likened to a ghost town.  I have avoided the snaky queues for Morrisons in 
favour of Orpington Tesco on occasions, although they also present some short 
delays in getting in.  Overall, our retailers deserve a real pat on the back for how 
they have managed this situation.  Stocks have slowly been replenished, and 
limitations now are far more around slowing access and maintaining social 
distancing.  Other essential services also seem to be working well with shorter 
opening hours, although one such outlet, which will remain nameless, seems to 
be more intent on dealing with as many people as possible in the street rather 
than on their premises, which I found a little excessive. 

So, there we are.  Unprecedented times none of us imagined would beset us in 
our wildest dreams (or should that be nightmares?!).  We are though, where we 
are, so I will close with the message all of us must continue to follow, assuming 
nothing has altered between my writing this piece and you reading it.   Stay at 
home.  Protect the NHS.  Save lives! 
 
A FURTHER WORD FROM OUR CHAIRMAN 
The times we are living through right now are a challenge to us all - more for 
some than others, but it is imperative we stick to the Government guidelines 
around self-isolation and social distancing.  A senior Police Officer put it very 
bluntly - he asked what sort of person is deterred from leaving their home by a 
£60 ticket, rather than hundreds of people dying every day!  The 
unknown, unseen enemy is in our midst whether we like it or not.  Goodness 
knows what the numbers will be by the time you read this, but Bromley is 
taking its fair share of the hit in London with many hundreds registered, but likely 
thousands of people in reality, contracting COVID-19. 

Managing lockdown 
So how best to manage it then?  Well the following lines are from your humble 
Chairman who is blessed with 2 children under 9, a relatively spacious garden, 
and work commitments that are 100% flexible.  I am a lucky man, but many will 
not be so.  Many of you will have established a more than satisfactory routine 
by now - some will not have done.  To begin with, home schooling is a huge   
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challenge for most parents, but I am of the firm opinion it must be done now one 
way or the other.  Do not deprive your young ones of some sort of education 
through all this.  The summer term could well be completely at home, so some 
planning is well worth it.  If you have huge workdays, then why not give the 
children their weekend during the week and educate them on Saturdays and 
Sundays?  Or split days up into short sessions.  Physical education is in my mind 
an absolute essential too.  Another opportunity to get some work done by signing 
on to an online dance/fitness class.  A computer, a bit of floor space, and off they 
go, some healthy exercise, and burning off all that pent-up energy at the same 
time (parents could join in too!). 

Stay fit and healthy 
The one thing that has hit me over these days and weeks though, is how little 
you can end up doing during the day outside of eating, sleeping and any work 
commitment you have.  Over a few days this would not be an issue, but I would 
urge everyone to incorporate some sort of exercise - in fresh air if possible - as 
well as mental relaxation each day.  Exercise classes are available in abundance 
online, or you may prefer an early morning run/circuit to get some activity out of 
the way before you get on with the rest of your day as I do.   It is so easy to 
let stress levels grow to a point that they become unmanageable - relationships 
become strained, and it all gets on top of you.  Some personal time is also hugely 
beneficial even if it is simply for half an hour a day. 

Keep to the rules 
I do not offer this advice as a professional, but as a Petts Wood resident with all 
the same challenges as a vast number of people who will be reading this.  As 
crucial as it is that we do as the authorities tell us, it is vital we carefully consider 
our own welfare daily.  So that is what we need to do in the humble opinion of 
the author, but what of that which we must not do?  Well, as I have mentioned 
in my main article, it seems the vast majority of Petts Woodians are compliant, 
and long may that continue.  There are some, however, who are not, so I am 
going to be very boring and repeat what we have all heard many times.  Leave 
your home confines no more than once a day for exercise and ensure that is 
all completed within walking distance only.  Plan shopping so that shopping is 
needed no more than a couple times a week or less.  Then unless you 
are obliged to commute to work or need to help someone else or seek medical 
advice, stay at home!      
Aspects of life that have not stopped 
Some matters that may be of interest during these unprecedented times 
though... Firstly, do not assume that due to the sparse numbers of people 
commuting by car into Petts Wood that parking tickets have been suspended - 
they have not!  Whatever the rights and wrongs of it, the last I heard was that 
Wardens are out and about, and you need still to pay and display.  I did take this 
up with our local Councillors, but they pointed out that the function was one 
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of the many that is outsourced, and the Council have little influence over 
them.  Secondly, with a few Council services diminishing or withdrawn, I also 
enquired if there would be any allowance made against the Council tax that we 
pay.  Again, the answer was a firm 'no'.  None of the local authority staff have 
been furloughed, and in fact there are services being offered now which would 
not normally feature either at such a scale or at all, not least adult social 
care.  And in case you have not ventured out very much at all around Petts 
Wood, it may be useful for you to know what is available during 
lockdown.  Obviously, the supermarkets are all operating near normal 
hours.  W.H. Smith in Queensway are open 10.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. last I heard, 
and both hardware/DIY shops in Queensway are open during the 
week.  Pharmacies continue to operate on reduced hours, The Village Fish and 
Chips have started a home delivery service, and Mings Restaurant have 
reopened 5.00 p.m. to 9.00 p.m. every day for takeaways on a collection only 
basis (telephone to order). 

Banking services - farewell Barclays! 
Our access to banking services is hanging on in there!  Barclays of course are 
due to close.  It may be of interest to readers that this was an issue your 
Association has taken up with our Member of Parliament, Gareth Bacon.  He 
has subsequently met with the regional Head of Corporate Relations and Market 
Director to discuss this.  As he rightly points out, Barclays is a private company 
and has an established estates review which details the closure of the Petts 
Wood branch.  Gareth did say, however, that he would be ‘holding them to 
account’ to ensure businesses and residents are supported as banking services 
are migrated.  He has established that there will be a maintained presence in 
the area for drop-in sessions, financial advice, non-cash transactions and 
outreach with the community, albeit no travelling bank service.  Gareth has 
further meetings planned to follow through with this issue, and updates may be 
found at www.garethbacon.com or on Facebook 
at www.facebook.com/garethbaconmp.  And finally, do not forget the 
banking services offered by the Post Office in Fairway, which remains open - 
again on limited hours. 
Support your community 
One thing that has struck me is the number of people out walking during the 
lockdown.  There exists here an opportunity for people to report via the Council's 
website any street defects.  The 'FixMyStreet' link is excellent and, in my 
experience, gets jobs done effectively.  Also, report overgrown foliage across 
pavements.  It is an offence, and with social distancing, having to step further 
into the road to avoid it or others is not a great situation.  It is an issue our local 
Councillors have flagged up to me, so if you happen to be a guilty party – there 
you have something to be getting on with as well as getting a bit of fresh air!  A 
further issue flagged up to me has been dog mess.  Dutiful owners have 
apparently been taking out plastic bags, but then dropping them on the  



 

 

          Mrs Amanda Reeve 
BSc (Podiatric Medicine), D.Pod.M, M.Ch.S, HCPC Registered 

Telephone: 020 8249 1647 
Email: Chiro1@virginmedia.com 

CHIROPODIST / PODIATRIST 
(Visiting Practice – home visits by appointment) 

  

Petts Wood Chiropractic Clinic
Effective Treatments of: 
Low Back Pain • Neck and Shoulder Pain • Minor Sports Injuries 
Mobility Problems • Arthritic Pain • Headaches
Our principal Chiropractor has 14 years experience of providing 
effective Chiropractic Care.
Call the clinic or book online for an appointment or a Free Screen.

Tel: 01689 824666  www.pettswoodchiropracticclinic.co.uk

GP consultations, cancer management, vaccinations, medical 
certificates, well person checks. Same day appointments.
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pavement and leaving.  Rather strange this if you have gone to the trouble 
of bagging it up in the first place!  Let us conclude on a positive though.  On my 
runs and exercise walks around the environs of Petts Wood I have noticed how 
incredibly clean so many cars are, and how well mown so many front 
lawns.  Nothing like being industrious during these tough times.  And by the time 
you read this, I am almost certain to have washed the car, and turned out 7 
drawers and at least two cupboards, not to mention the garden shed (which 
required a skip to take all the junk away) - most satisfying! 
 
Anyway, I hope you find some of the above information useful/of interest.  So, 
I will leave you with my lockdown motto (and that of the UK Government) - keep 
Petts Wood a safe and healthy haven -  STAY AT HOME! 
 

JOHN V. POWELL, MBE  
 

PLANNING NEWS  by Andrea Stevens 
 
The following planning application has been decided: 
 
Millers, Station Square – Two retrospective planning applications were 
submitted for these premises.  One has been decided: 
 
20/00254/FULL2 – Permission has been granted for a part change of use from 
Class A1 (storage area ancillary to barber shop) to Sui Generis (tattoo studio). 
 
Article 4 Directions – Petts Wood Area of Special Residential Character – 
A reminder 
If you are planning any alterations to the front roof slope of your property and it 
is situated in the Area of Special Residential Character (ASRC) - please be 
aware that an Article 4 Direction is in place which has removed permitted 
development rights in respect of any alteration or addition to any front roof slope. 
This could be the installation of a roof light, change in roof tile colour/type, etc.  
Any work that includes changes to the front roof slope within these areas must 
be supported by a full planning application. 
 
There is a further Article 4 Direction in place which has removed permitted 
development rights in respect of the erection of a gate, fence, wall or other 
means of enclosure of any property within the ASRC and Conservation Areas, 
where it is adjacent to the highway. Any work that includes changes to the 
boundary walls/fences within these areas must be supported by a full planning 
application.  
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT  by Alan Bodley 
 

PLEASE DO NOT USE PUBLIC TRANSPORT UNLESS ABSOLUTELY 
NECESSARY 

 
During the Coronavirus crisis special timetables are in operation for all transport 
modes until further notice.  Surprisingly, a lot of weekend engineering work is 
still being undertaken by Network Rail and TfL. 
 
SOUTHEASTERN RAILWAYS: 
  
Trains to and from Victoria are running daily at 30-minute intervals throughout 
the day. 

Trains to and from Charing Cross operate daily at 30-minute intervals throughout 
the day and now include a stop at Lewisham.  

Trains to and from Cannon Street also operate at 30-minute intervals throughout 
the day except Sunday and no longer stop at Lewisham.  
 
There are no trains between Blackheath and Charlton.  You can travel at no 
extra charge on the DLR between Lewisham and Greenwich instead. 
 
There are no direct trains between Orpington and Hastings except 16th and 30th 
May; travel to Tonbridge and join trains there for stations beyond Tunbridge 
Wells. 
 
Planned Network Rail weekend engineering work affecting our local South 
Eastern Railway services during May is as follows: 
 
Sat/Sun 2/3 No trains between London Bridge and Charing Cross (a) 

          Trains running between Sevenoaks and Cannon 
Street every 30 minutes calling at all stations. 

Sat/Sun 2/3 Buses replace trains between Battle and Hastings. 
Sun 3 additional Buses replace trains between Orpington & Lewisham.  

           Victoria – Orpington service running normally.  
Trains running between Orpington, London Bridge 
and Cannon Street via different route (b). 

Sat 9 
 

Buses replace trains between Tonbridge and both 
Maidstone West and Ashford. 

Sun 10 
 

No trains between London Bridge and Charing Cross (a) 
          Trains diverted to and from Cannon Street. 

 Buses replace trains between Sevenoaks and both 
Tunbridge Wells and Paddock Wood via Tonbridge. 
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Sat 16 Buses replace trains between Orpington & Lewisham.  
           Victoria – Orpington service running normally.  

Trains running between Orpington and            
Charing Cross via different route (b). 

 Buses replace trains between Battle and Hastings. 
Sun 17 No trains between Herne Hill and Victoria (a) 

          Trains to and from Victoria diverted to Blackfriars. 
 Buses replace trains between Robertsbridge and 

Hastings. 
Sat 23 to Mon 
25 

No trains between Herne Hill and Victoria (a) 
          Trains to and from Victoria diverted to Blackfriars. 

Sat 30 Buses replace trains between Orpington & Lewisham.  
           Victoria – Orpington service running normally.   

Trains running between Orpington and Charing 
Cross via different route (b). 

Sun 31 No trains between Herne Hill and Victoria (a) 
          Trains to and from Victoria diverted to Blackfriars. 

 Buses replace trains between Orpington, Sevenoaks, and 
Tonbridge. 

NOTES 
(a) When no services operate to these London stations, valid rail tickets to 

them will be accepted on reasonable Underground routes. 
(b) For this service go to Orpington either by train (tight connections) or,  by 

rail replacement/208 bus from Petts Wood. 
 
THAMESLINK 
 
Apart from three early morning up services, the weekday Thameslink service 
between Orpington and Blackfriars/Kentish Town is suspended.  Change at 
Bromley South for stations from Ravensbourne to Elephant & Castle.  For 
Blackfriars and beyond change at London Bridge to northbound Thameslink 
services from there. 
  
TRANSPORT for LONDON 
 
BUSES 
 
Until 6th May, because of gas main work, route 208 is diverted along Tweedy 
Road, Bromley and omits stops around the Market Place, Magistrates Court and 
Widmore Road. 
 
Local daytime bus services are running at the following intervals between 8.00 
a.m. and 8.00 p.m:-  208 – 15 min.; 273 – 20min.; R3 – 20 min.; R7 – 30 min. 
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LONDON OVERGROUND/ TfL RAIL/ LONDON TRAM 
 
There are no trains to New Cross.  Walk to New Cross Gate (700 metres) to join 
Overground services from there.  Services on all lines have been reduced by 30-
50% and there are no night services. 
 
UNDERGROUND 

Underground services have been reduced by around 75% overall and 43 
stations have been closed.  The Circle and Waterloo & City lines are suspended.  
There are no night services. 
 
In zones 1 & 2 official service intervals (on 20th April) were: 
 
Bakerloo – 10 min; Central – 15 min; District – 12 min.  
Hammersmith & City 15 min; Jubilee – 10 min; Metropolitan – 15 min.  
Piccadilly – 15 min; Victoria – 4 min. 
In practice some lines are more frequent than this. 
 
As of 20th April, TfL were planning engineering works during May on rail lines 
shown below.  These may change at short notice, so please check just before 
you travel. 
 
TfL Line closures 
 
Fri 8 to  
Sun 10  

Northern Moorgate to Kennington 

Sun 10  London 
Overground 

New Cross Gate to Crystal Palace and 
West Croydon. 

Sat/Sun 
9/10 

DLR Island Gardens to Westferry/Poplar. 

Sun. 17 London 
Overground 

Surrey Quays to Clapham Junction. 

Sat 23 to 
Mon 25 

London 
Overground 

Highbury & Islington to Clapham Junction, 
Crystal Palace, and West Croydon. 

Sat 23 to 
Mon 25 

Victoria Entire Line closed                            
(Brixton – Walthamstow). 

Sat/Sun 
30/31 

District South Kensington to Barking, 
Earl’s Court to Kensington (Olympia). 

 Hammersmith & 
City 

Paddington to Barking. 

 Metropolitan Baker Street to Aldgate. 
Sun. 31 London 

Overground 
Surrey Quays to Clapham Junction. 

  



Extensions and Lo� conversions • Kitchens and Bathrooms
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This and more information on planned engineering works can be found on the 
following links: 
 
Network Rail  

https://www.nationalrail.co.uk/service_disruptions/currentAndFuture.aspx 

 
Transport for London (TfL) https://tfl.gov.uk 
 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
 
My appreciation to Chris Harris for his encouragement and support in handing 
over the Public Transport portfolio. 
 

COMMUNITY LIAISON  by Brian Eaton 
 
Last week the Government announced that the current restrictions due to 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) would continue until 7th May when there will be a 
review.  

These are difficult and stressful times for many people for many reasons.  This 
is particularly so for the elderly and extremely vulnerable in our population where 
their age and/or health conditions mean that contracting Coronavirus could be 
profoundly serious.  A lot of these people have received letters from the 
Government asking them to self-isolate in their homes for twelve weeks.  

The difficulty can be for people living alone and self-isolating, how they get 
shopping, collect medicines, walk their dog if they have one and just as 
importantly talk to people.  Bromley Council have a network of volunteers who 
can help with various tasks and a request for assistance can be made by 
registering on Bromley Council’s website www.bromley.gov.uk. By clicking on 
the link on the front page of this website which mentions ‘Latest updates on 
Coronavirus (Covid-19) – what you need to know’ it will take you to a page with 
links to a lot of information, including a large button that says ‘request 
assistance’. Clicking on this will take you to an online form to register.  If you do 
not have access to the internet, there is a telephone number that can be called.  
This number is 0208 313 4484.   There is of course the Petts Wood Community 
Support Group (see page 42 of this Gazette) they also can be contacted to 
provide help if you are self-isolating. 

The collecting of recycling has been affected during this crisis and initially 
Bromley Council announced that only food waste and non-recyclable rubbish 
would be collected.  This has changed in recent weeks and the green waste bins 
have been collected and some residents had plastic, glass and tins recycling  



 At our practice we help people of all ages: from newborns to the elderly,  
pregnant women, athletes, office workers and many more.

To find out how we can help you and your family, don’t hesitate to contact us. 
We’d be happy to answer any questions.

01689 879 292 • 197 Petts Wood Road  • VitalFamilyChiropractic.co.uk 
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Chiropractic is for everyone!
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www.ikocleaningservice.co.uk
enquires@ikocleaningservice.co.uk

01689451343 / 07934372162
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collected.  On the Council website it mentions that this has now been fully 
reinstated to all residents that had it before and they will try to  collect paper and 
cardboard recycling where resources allow.  They ask for residents to bear with 
them if they are unable to collect, and to store the cardboard and paper in a dry 
place until the next scheduled collection.  It is advisable to take the recycling  
back away from the gate as the wind often blows the contents of the recycling 
box over the pavement and road. 

For any residents that live in flats, their collections will remain the same. 

Parking enforcement by the Council is something that has changed during the 
current health crisis.  What the Council say on their website is ‘In light of the 
COVID-19 emergency, enforcement of parking restrictions has changed, with a 
reduced number of Civil Enforcement Officers (CEOs) concentrating on priority 
areas, including loading bays and disabled parking bays’.  It goes on to say ‘The 
CEOs, who have been identified as key workers, are also enforcing parking 
contraventions such as at pedestrian crossings, footway, or pavement parking, 
and double yellow lines’. 

The Council also mention too that ‘Penalty charges can however still be issued 
for other less serious contraventions.  In this way, those needing to park more 
easily, such as Blue Badge holders and emergency workers, can continue to do 
so’. 

Bromley mention that enforcement in Railway station Controlled Parking Zones 
(CPZs) has been scaled back as has enforcement in all residential areas 
including those within town centre CPZs.  Penalty charges will still be issued if 
complaints of alleged dangerous or obstructive parking are received, such as: 
parking in front of a dropped footway, parking on the pavement, parking on 
double yellow lines, or actually blocking a street. The Council ask that if a vehicle 
is blocking your drive or if you have limited mobility and a vehicle is blocking your 
progress along the pavement that you contact them and they will try to visit to 
assess the situation. The Council also state that verbal or physical abuse against 
a CEO will not be tolerated and any such incidents may be referred to the Police. 

I make every effort to go out for a decent walk every day around Petts Wood and 
have been pleased to find virtually everyone has been considerate and 
observing the social distancing protocol.  

One disappointment to me has been the increase in dogs mess on the 
pavement.  There are still the usual very annoying black bags which contain 
dogs mess just dumped in alleyways or in the kerb, but also an increase of dog’s 
mess on the pavement.  I would request anyone reading this who walks their 
dog and lets it mess on the pavement, please do not, please clear the mess up, 
take it home with you, or dispose of it in a dog waste bin if there is one in the  
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CRIME AND POLICING  by Derek Marrable 
Do you remember my article last month, when I mentioned that one of our 
criminals noticed that a security light on the house that they were passing came 
on each day at the same time? Checking for a couple of days confirmed their 
suspicions which in turn led them to believe that the house was, in fact, 
unoccupied. They knocked on the door, and because it was not answered, they 
decided that the house was a target for a break-in. Indeed, a light that is timed 
to turn on and off at the same time for a few days does not do a lot of good; it 
can invite trouble, as was noted. A timed light is fine for one night or perhaps 
two, but no longer. There are Random timed lights now available at a very 
reasonable price on the internet, or from your retail lighting shop. These usually 
come in pairs, which means you can set your lamps up in different rooms and 
they come on at irregular intervals, giving the impression that there are people 
up and about during the hours of darkness. These are a far better deterrent to 
burglars than a single light. You can also obtain a flickering light unit imitating 
the changing images on the TV screen, which from outside the house, behind 
curtains, appears that the TV is on and being watched. 

Do you have access to your back garden from the front via a side path or 
passage? If you do, then this needs to be very secure and not easily entered by 
budding burglars. As mentioned last month, a handy wheelie bin is a great help 
when climbing over back gates. It is best to keep the wheelie bins at the back of 
your house until collection day when they should be placed near the roadside. If 
your back gate is the standard six feet high type, you need to make it difficult to 
climb over. You can add height to the gate itself or fill the area above the gate 
with some form of barrier. A sturdy fence-like panel that you can walk under 
when the gate is open would be ideal. Also, a secure method of locking it must 
be fitted. One that cannot be opened from the front when locked is essential. If 
you fit standard bolts, do not fit them too high or too low as these can be 
accessed from the front with a little ingenuity and bent wire! It is worth having a 
good look at your gate as it is now, to decide if anything needs to be improved 
to boost security. 

You would have noted that our two burglars found a shed in the garden with a 
rusty old hasp and padlock keeping the door shut. The padlock was easily pulled 
off with a handy piece of wood and inside the shed, among other things that 
were found, was a garden spade which was used to lever open a double-glazed 
window allowing access to the property. I am sure you keep a wide selection of 
garden and hand tools in your shed, any one of which could be useful to 
someone determined to enter your home. How is your shed secured? Do you 
have a securely fitted locking system and possibly an alarm? Modern shed 
alarms are inexpensive and easily installed by anyone who can use a screw- 
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driver. They are also very effective with an incredibly loud siren if triggered by 
someone who does not know the simple self-set 4-digit code to disarm it. If you 
have none of these things, think about making your shed more secure and 
deterring a budding burglar from stealing from you, or your family. It is far easier 
for a criminal to use the tools found ‘on-site’ than to risk being caught carrying 
them through the street or in their car.  

Please remember that if you see something that is a crime taking place, you 
must dial ‘999’ immediately. To report a crime that has taken place at some time 
previously, report it online at https://www.met.police.uk/ or dial 101.  

 

DON’T BE A VICTIM  by John Powell, MBE 
 
Well I am the lucky one!  So far over a very short period of time during the 
Coronavirus lockdown, I have been offered several hundred pounds as a tax 
refund, someone has kindly informed me that my Netflix subscription has stalled, 
so I need to re-establish it, and I have been sent a link to re-install my email 
account as this was going to be blocked if I did not.  I have also been offered the 
opportunity of harnessing a huge amount of money through an overseas lottery, 
and I have also been sent a receipt for several hundred pounds of purchases 
through PayPal that I most certainly had not made.  A link was available for me 
to use should there be a problem with this payment.  Needless to say, I did not 
click on it, especially as the sender, called ‘Paypalaccounts’ in the title bar, 
actually came from paulacort397@.... well you get the gist!  The tax refund offer 
was one of the more convincing.  It came from an email address including the 
words ‘.gov.uk’.  Do not be fooled though - you will never ever get an email from 
HMRC offering you money - delete without clicking on any links. 
The email inviting me to relaunch my email account was a little easier to tell it 
was not from Outlook - that message came from pinturaspozokoetxe@ 
hotmail.es!!  I was also fascinated to see that my Netflix account reset request 
- sender shown in title bar as ‘Netflix’ - was actually from nathan@ 
fiordlandpharmacy.co.nz.   Not so sure my account has anything to do with 
New Zealand! 
It does not get any better either - we hear from the Metropolitan Police Cyber 
Crime Unit that there has been a 400% increase in Coronavirus related frauds 
during March with victim losses almost topping £1 million.  We are also advised 
of fraudsters calling door to door claiming to be NHS staff conducting 
Coronavirus tests or making welfare visits.  Do please note -  NHS staff are 
categorically not going door to door, and if anyone suspicious knocks at your 
door - call the Police immediately and under no circumstances let them into your 
home no matter how convincing they are. 
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The Financial Conduct Authority are also keen on reminding us of some of the 
basic principles of avoiding scams.  They warn that if you are contacted by 
someone out of the blue, are promised tempting returns on an investment, are 
called repeatedly, or told the offer is only available for a limited time, the 
likelihood is that it is a scam.  They rightly say that cold calls should be rapidly 
terminated without conversation (your words can be recorded and used in 
subsequent verbal 'contracts'), and check the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) 
warning list which details a list of firms and individuals they know are 
operating without authorisation.  Impartial advice is always a good tactic.  I have 
also found that if you Google a strange telephone number, you can often find 
out if it has been reported before as a nuisance caller.  If so, block it so it cannot 
call you again. 
If you believe you have been contacted by a scammer, please report them to the 
FCA using the reporting form at www.fca.org.uk/consumers/report-scam-
unauthorised-firm.  You can also telephone them on 0800 111 6768.  If you 
have lost money through fraud, you should call Action Fraud on 0300 123 2040 
or go to www.actionfraud.police.uk.   Remember - if it sounds too good to be 
true, it probably is! 
Continuing a similar but rather more local theme, Bromley Trading Standards 
are anxious to heighten our awareness of a growing number of scams out 
there during these trying times.  In addition to the above-mentioned 
dangers, scammers are going around offering home cleaning services with a 
view to gaining access to your home.  Never ever let strangers in without 
thoroughly checking them out first.  Another trick is the offer of spraying 
driveways with disinfectant for cash.  Many fake products are being offered 
online advising that they provide protection from Coronavirus (there is no such 
commodity).  There are also now new mobile telephone applications which claim 
to give you updates on the virus but instead they lock your telephone and 
demand a ransom to resolve the issue. 

It is a minefield.  But there are common sense ways of not becoming a victim.  Be 
cautious - listen to your instincts and do not ever be afraid to hang up, bin it, 
delete it, or shut the door.  Take your time and do not be rushed.  If someone 
claims to represent a charity, be suspicious and do not give them money or your 
bank details.  Do not - ever - let them into your home.  If you are online, be aware 
of fake news and use trusted sources such 
as GOV.UK or NHS.UK websites.  Make sure you type the addresses in 
carefully and do not click on links in emails or text messages. 

Only purchase goods from legitimate retailers and take a moment to think before 
parting with money or personal information.  From personal experience, 
check delivery dates.  Some show availability items, but the small print talks of 
delivery in late summer!  And bear in mind if it is an overseas trader, the odds of 
them getting their product across the Atlantic any time soon is fairly remote!   
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Protect at all costs your financial information, especially from people you do not 
know.  Never give your bank card or PIN to a stranger, even if they are going 
to get shopping for you.  Know who you are dealing with - if you need help, talk 
to someone you know and trust or get in touch with Bromley Council. 
Useful telephone numbers: 
Action Fraud:  0300 123 2040 
Citizens Advice Consumer Helpline:  0808 223 1133 
Trading Standards rapid response: 07903 852090 
For assistance from a volunteer: 020 8313 4484 (but only if you cannot access 
the online form - link below) 
If you are in immediate danger: 999 
Another useful website: www.friendsagainstscams.org.uk 
Volunteer request form:  
https://www.bromley.gov.uk/info/1113/volunteering/1410/volunteers_and_
requests_for_assistance 
 
EDUCATION  by Rane Ranasinghe 
 
Since the start of COVID-19, our children, or indeed our grandchildren had a 
structured timetable for each day of their week for their schooling.  This 
pandemic has meant that some children of school age have had to be home-
schooled by their parents using technology.  It is sometimes challenging for 
parents, particularly those with a limited budget.  If the parents are on a limited 
budget, they may be unable to access technology to aid their children’s 
schooling. 

COVID-19 has brought many challenges educationally, not just for the children 
but the parents too, as their children are now home all day.  Some parents 
perhaps, who may be working from home might be finding this challenging for 
them also, as they have to fit in their working day, along with their child’s home 
schooling.  There is always another way of looking at this, yes, COVID-19 has 
brought many challenges to children and their parents when it comes to home 
schooling, and I am sure that most parents had never thought about it, nor 
indeed thought that they would have to plan for it.  

There are perhaps benefits also in that there may be more time for families to 
be together and learn together also.  When the parents of school children have 
structured their child’s timetable for the day, they are perhaps able to fit into the 
schooling timetable a walk; it could be a walk along the roads in Petts Wood, or 
indeed a walk in the Woods.  It is perhaps an opportunity for children to learn 
more about the world around them, and the environment. 
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There is also the issue of the examinations that usually take place in the summer 
(SAT’s, GCSEs, and A-levels), these examinations are for the time being 
cancelled, and the Government have advised that children will get the 
qualifications that they need.  As a result, the Government are working with an 
organisation called Ofqual (Office of Qualifications and Examination Regulation) 
to determine how this can work.  To find out more on this, please see the website 
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/ofqual. 

Next month, there will be an article about St James School and the work that 
they are doing in their garden.  Watch this space! 
 

ENVIRONMENT  by Phil Birch 
 
Improving our environment 
Working in the environmental sector, I have had sight of rather a lot of articles 
and opinion pieces highlighting how the pandemic has been a blessing for the 
environment and our climate.  Given the tragic loss of life and long-term 
economic disruption caused, it is insensitive to praise the value of the pandemic 
in any way; however, it would be remiss of me not to mention this episode as a 
way of improving how we function in the post-COVID-19 World.  Here is a list of 
areas where we have seen some valuable environmental and social lessons.  
Hopefully, we can embed many of them from now onwards: 

1. Keep carbon emissions low – 2020 is now on track to have the lowest 
emissions in decades; this is a welcome respite to the general global 
increase in recent times.  

2. No doubt there will be some rebound impact when we get out the other 
side of this, but hopefully, we can try and limit activities such as long-
haul flights as far as practical. 

3. Keep vehicle movements low – during the daily exercise hour; it has 
been apparent how quiet our roads are; this has been very pleasant and 
has significant air quality benefits. 

4. Use resources more wisely.  During that first phase of panic buying, how 
many of you appraised which resources you consumed and how avidly?  
Toilet roll rationing was definitely in effect in our household.  While we 
have relaxed the rules a little, we are still trying to be conservative (as 
far as reasonable). 

5. Say hello more to one another – it has been nice during the 
aforementioned exercise hour/daily walk to greet local residents.  Of 
course, we have had to respect social distancing guidelines, but many 
of us now greet people more than we would usually have. 

6. Keep up the spirit of community – I have heard and seen many 
examples of neighbours and residents looking out for one another.  
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Some of the stories of people going the extra mile to help others have   
been heart-warming. 

7. The return of family dinners – the little or no commute has meant a lot 
of us have been able to eat dinner with our whole household, a great 
time to catch up on the day’s activities (or lack of).  

8. Having some time to reflect – the lockdown has definitely freed up some 
time.  This time is useful for thinking and contemplating lifestyle choices 
and learning new hobbies. 

9. Keep up the exercise and frequenting of green spaces.  Being a runner, 
I have been a regular visitor to the various Woods in the area for jogs 
for many years.  It has been evident, so many more of us are using these 
spaces for exercise.  Selfishly, part of me wants to keep these spaces 
quiet, but on balance, it is much more positive to see people visiting the 
Woods more frequently.  Hopefully, this will improve our appreciation of 
these spaces and ensure we look after them for future generations. 

10. Keep up the garden maintenance – many of us have done one (or 
several) of the following activities more than in usual circumstances: jet-
washed the drive, painted the shed and planted some vegetables.  Petts 
Wood folk have always taken pride in their gardens, but now more than 
ever they are looking great.  Gardening has great mental and physical 
health benefits, so let us be sure to keep it up. 

11. Keep in touch more – the role of technology has enabled us to stay 
connected with family and friends.  In some cases, you are probably 
speaking to remote friends/family more than ever.  Why do we need a 
pandemic to dictate this? 

Humans being adaptable creatures got used to the lockdown very quickly.  I am 
sure we will be equally quick to readjust when normality resumes.  Where 
possible we should try and avoid slipping into old routines if they are not the best 
ones for ourselves and/or our community and/or the wider environment.  Keep 
the list as a reference point and revisit it in 6 months; it would be good to compare 
the results. 
 

NATIONAL TRUST  by Mel Wright 
 
WALK SAFELY AND ENJOY OUR NATIONAL TRUST WOODS 
With spring now here, the Petts Wood and Hawkwood Estate, owned by the 
National Trust, comes into its own, shrugging off its damp winter coat and 
showing early signs of buds and seasonal change.  The Woods offer us such a 
vibrant green landscape of natural colour, trees, and light.  And summer birds 
are beginning to arrive to share their song.  So, all good to visit for our 
wellbeing!      
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Due to the current situation caused by COVID-19, we had no option but to cancel 
our 23rd April  PW&DRA walk led by our National Trust Ranger, Sam Pettman 
but we are hoping that we will be able to have our autumn walk.  Please look in 
the Gazette for information about the next date. 

Importantly, during this current challenging time, we urge everyone visiting the 
Woods to especially consider their health and that of others also.  There is 
enough space for us all, so please observe social distancing.  If busy, there are 
many alternative paths to take, or simply step back, pause, and wait until it feels 
safe to continue.    Let us look out for each other and enjoy our wonderful local 
environment!   
 

TRAFFIC AND PARKING  by David Boswell 
 
I can only say what we all know, traffic volumes are down, and parking spaces 
in Petts Wood are readily available.  Every day I see many people walking, 
cycling, and running, with families enjoying a stroll together.  What a different 
world it is for those of us who can enjoy a daily outing.      

With traffic having almost disappeared from some of our roads, air quality has 
improved, and the consequential traffic noise reduced to the point where we can 
enjoy the sounds of nature. 

In my January Gazette article, I suggested a possible New Year’s 
resolution, “remind ourselves every time we are about to pick up those keys 
before getting into our car, why?  Some journeys necessitate car use, but many 
do not”.  The reality of the lockdown situation is that the possible New Year’s 
resolution has been imposed on many of us.  The alternative to driving the car 
may become a habit and an incredibly good habit.  Interestingly, I heard 
someone say the other day; I may have to retake my driving test as it seems 
such a long time since I last drove my car. 

In case you are concerned that the replacement Queensway water main may be 
a casualty of the virus, I have been informed by Thames Water that planning for 
the replacement is on track to take place next year.     
 

LETTERS 
 
A LETTER OF THANKS TO CHRIS HARRIS  by Ralph Gann 
This is just to thank you for your contributions to the Petts Wood Gazette, 
particularly the Southeastern Railway programmes of engineering works.  As I 
sometimes take the train on a Sunday, I have found this extremely useful, and 
keep the current Gazette in ‘the pile’ on the kitchen table. 
I wonder if you will be replaced? 
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LETTER FROM GARETH BACON TO JOHN POWELL 
 
 

                        25th March 2020 
 
Dear John, 
 
I am writing to provide an update regarding Barclays’ branch in Petts Wood. 
 
I met with the regional Head of Corporate Relations and Market Director on 3rd 
March to discuss the branch’s future.  I was disappointed to learn that a recent 
estate review had marked it for closure without the possibility of being kept 
open – or even downsizing the premises. 
 
As Barclays is a private company, my priority now is to ensure that the bank 
provides an orderly migration of services so that businesses and residents are 
supported, and I will be holding them to account. 
 
I understand that this will include maintaining presence in the area for drop-in 
sessions, financial advice, non-cash transactions and outreach with the 
community.  However, there will be no travelling bank service as this is only 
available in the most remote parts of the country. 
 
Following concerns raised with me by local businesses, I argued on their 
behalf that commercial activity needs to be guaranteed.  I am therefore 
pleased that Barclays agreed to set up discussions with their managers and 
Petts Wood businesses. 
 
I will also be holding a further meeting with Barclays to find out more about 
how the Orpington branch can assist residents.  As you will appreciate, these 
measures are being affected by the coronavirus outbreak and will take time to 
process. 
 
I will post any further updates on my website at www.garethbacon.com and on 
my Facebook page at www.facebook.com/garethbaconmp once we are in 
better circumstances.  Thank you for having written to me about the branch’s 
closure and I hope this provides further details on next steps. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Gareth Bacon MP 
Member of Parliament for Orpington 
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‘CORONAMUNITY’ SPIRIT  by John Powell, MBE 
We were cheered recently to hear about a Petts Wood family who were 
mobilising the community to sew much-needed scrubs for NHS workers saving 
lives during the pandemic.  Michele and Gareth Sefton were looking to raise 
£2000 a week to fund the production of 350 to 400 uniforms for hospitals in short 
supply by their small army of 50 volunteers.  The target was to raise £7,000, 
which would fund the 1,000 objectives.  Then £2,000 each week would support 
further batches of 350 to 400.  To donate to the campaign, go 
to www.gofundme.com/f/for-the-love-of-scrubs-nwkent. 
Good luck to them and their happy band of helpers! 
 
A LETTER OF THANKS RECEIVED BY JANET GUNTRIP REGARDING THE 
VILLAGE FISH AND CHIP SHOP IN PETTS WOOD ROAD   
name and address supplied 
We want to report a delightful surprise received yesterday.  A circular arrived 
through our door from The Village (fish and chip shop) at the top of Petts Wood 
Road.  It was offering a ‘bring it to your door service’ for Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday covering different roads each evening.  One could pay cash or use the 
bank transfer system. 

We are of the age where we are in ‘lockdown’, as in the older generations!!!!   
What a super surprise this was and when they rang to confirm our order, there 
was one delightful young lady on the other end of the telephone whose voice 
and attitude cheered me up immediately. 

I was able to say truthfully that when we ever had fish and chips, we did use this 
shop, but I would like more people to know that here is an example of community 
thinking and DOING…… and this is before sampling the food!!!!  Because they 
are enterprising and ‘doing’ as in our case maybe their name could be added to 
a list that you must have of such businesses. 

Thanks, Janet to all the Committee for the work they do. 
 
ADMISSION TO HOSPITAL FOR COVID-19  by Richard Ward 
While working at Holborn Police Station on Sunday 22nd March, I suddenly felt 
very cold and placed my head on the desk.  During the following seven days at 
home, I attempted to recover from what I knew was the Coronavirus.   

Despite exceptional care from my wife, the level of tiredness and fever 
worsened, resulting in an emergency Doctor’s appointment from which I was 
forwarded immediately to the Princess Royal Hospital, Farnborough Common.  
The nursing staff from reception to admission were incredibly friendly and 
efficient.  At this stage, I was barely able to walk and had never been so ill.  
Transfer followed immediately to a ‘Red Room’.  As its name suggests; it was a 
hub of activity.  Patients were placed in beds around the edge of the room.  
Doctors and nurses undertook examinations before hot-desking in the core of 
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the room to review and update patients’ records.  Fully clothed, I was placed in 
one of the beds and subjected to a myriad of tests.  One Doctor warned me of 
the seriousness of the condition, and that death was a possible outcome.  
Suddenly I became very worried.  One of the Doctors in the Red Room was 
called Hannah.  I shed a tear of relief as she held my arm and said, ‘if you take 
the oxygen, you will recover’. 

Throughout my admission, the Doctors were outstanding.  They all appeared so 
young while possessing incredible maturity and the greatest gift of all; the ability 
and confidence to listen intently.   Each concern was answered comprehensively 
and sympathetically.  

I asked another Doctor why it was the case that my body was not fighting.  He 
acknowledged the question and smiled ‘but your body is fighting the virus and 
with every ounce of its energy.  We are here to support your organs to continue 
that fight’.  

That evening, I was relocated to a holding Ward pending the outcome of the 
result, expected within 24 hours, for the presence of the virus.  My mind raced 
about irrelevant issues at work, and the resulting restlessness slowed time 
inexorably.  Three days later, the tiredness, cough and fever remained, and so 
a negative result for my test was surely a mistake.  The Doctor explained that 
many of these tests produce what is referred to as a false negative, and a further 
test produced the predicted positive result 48 hours later. 

At this stage, my five-day admission seemed like five weeks.  However, the 
oxygen I was receiving through the mask, measured in litres per minute, started 
to reduce the level of fatigue.  Gradual lowering of the level of flow of the gas 
was managed, while maintaining a healthy saturation level of oxygen in the 
blood.  Paracetamol administered through a drip or orally, steadied my 
temperature.  I was recovering. 

The positive result for the virus triggered another Ward move.  Visitors were not 
permitted, even for the very seriously ill, or to visit any of us four patients that 
were in the room.  The sterile environment of each Ward was reinforced with 
every member of staff in the room removing aprons and gloves before 
handwashing and exiting the room.  Despite these fierce regulations, staff 
remained positive with laughter while retaining total professionalism.  Discharge 
followed 11 days after admission.  I count myself incredibly lucky to have 
survived, and my gratitude to all the Doctors, Nurses, and countless support staff 
is immeasurable.  They are a true credit to their professions.  

BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT RESIDENT GROUP UPDATE   
by David Winstanley, London Biggin Hill’s CEO 
I write to bring you and in turn your residents up to date on the operational 
situation here at Biggin Hill Airport.  
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As you may have seen on our social media, we remain open in support of the 
national transport infrastructure in line with government guidelines.  I have 
instructed that only essential flights be permitted to depart or arrive, and these 
essential movements fall into a number of categories: 

• Repatriation – This applies to both passengers and the crews that 
operate the aircraft; this applies to both incoming and departing 
passengers and crew. 

• Delivery of medical and other essential supplies  
• Essential Business Flights – for instance, a group of engineers 

supporting ventilator production departed from Biggin Hill this week.  
• Licence currency flights –  All pilots are required under CAA regulations 

to revalidate their licences on a regular basis should they not be flying 
frequently.  These flights are restricted to professional pilots only. 

• Renewal of Certificate of Airworthiness – A certificate of airworthiness is 
an internationally recognised document, which confirms the 
airworthiness of the aircraft.  Only aircraft used for commercial 
operations will be permitted to undertake a flight to renew the certificate. 

To ensure that such flights are essential, all flights are required to submit an 
approved flight plan or book, in using the PPR (Prior Permission Required) 
system, specifying the purpose of the flight and receiving Air Traffic Control 
approval. 

The Executive Team and Heads of Department’s conduct daily COVID–19 
conferencing so that we can formulate and adapt policies, practices, and 
procedures to react to the fast-moving and unique challenges we currently face.  
The challenge we face like many businesses is to ensure we support our staff, 
protect the business and the many contractors that support the airport on a 
regular basis.   If you have any questions, please email our Community team – 
colin.hitchins@bigginhillairport.com, and we will respond as soon as we can. 

I wish you your family, friends, and the community that you represent my sincere 
best wishes during this challenging period. 
 
CLASSIC NEWSREELS ABOUT ORPINGTON AND THE SURROUNDING 
AREA  by Hugh Darrington, Orpington Video & Film Makers 
As well as making a wide variety of films including dramas, documentaries, and 
comedies, for over 30 years Orpington Video & Film Makers (OVFM) has been 
filming in and around Orpington to produce a newsreel of the previous year’s 
events to include in our Spring Show.  To try to relieve any boredom you may be 
feeling during the lockdown we have made our two oldest newsreels available 
which we hope will interest and entertain you. 

Looking back at events such as the ‘great storm of 1987’ as captured by our 
members, or ‘the end of the red telephone box in 1988’; see how the shops in 
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the area have changed and watch out in case you recognise people, perhaps 
yourself, in any of the scenes. 

To join in this activity go to https://www.ovfm.org.uk/ovfm-classic-
newsreels/.   
 

                         
 
 
 
 

A PUZZLE SWAPPING GROUP ANYONE  by Pat Anderson 
Is anyone in Petts Wood interested in forming a Puzzle Swapping Group?  I have 
not exactly decided how this will work but want to get an idea of whether there 
is any interest in this first. 
 
If you are interested please send me an email at europa.113@icloud.com. 
 

PETTS WOOD BUSINESS ASSOCIATION 
by Liz Johnson, Chair, Petts Wood Business Association 
 
We are aware that there is some confusion surrounding Petts Wood Business 
Association and Petts Wood Business NETWORK, so thought it timely to provide 
some background.   

PWBA is a community interest organisation run on a voluntary basis by a 
Committee formed of local business owners and governed by its Memorandum 
of Rules which sets out the objectives of the Association.  The objectives are 
primarily to support the Petts Wood community - traders, residents, and 
shoppers alike.  We are the only business group in Petts Wood to fund big 
community events happening in the town.  Local businesses pay an annual 
subscription which, together with local sponsorship, pays for the hugely popular 
Christmas Carnival, funds and powers the Christmas lights in the town centre, 
and helps finance the Petts Wood May Queen parade and crowning ceremony.  

Picture:  The Great Storm of 1987 
Picture:  The end of the red 
telephone box in 1988 
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It also entitles them to attend quarterly members’ meetings with our local 
Councillors.  We are a not-for-profit organisation where members’ subscriptions  
are reinvested into the town centre, to make it a better environment for shoppers  
and residents.  The Petts Wood Business Association was established over 20  
years ago, is affiliated with the Petts Wood District Residents' Association and 
is in regular communication with our Local Councillors to highlight any concerns 
that affect Petts Wood and its businesses.  
 
Petts Wood Business NETWORK is a private business network run by an 
individual who offers a free to join business group, will share your Facebook 
posts but DOES NOT finance or sponsor any town centre event and is not 
affiliated with the Residents' Association.  It was started in 2016.   
 
Obviously, we welcome any promotion of Petts Wood and its businesses at this 
challenging time, but just wanted to clarify the difference between the two 
business groups to avoid any further confusion. 
 
Petts Wood May Fayre 
 
You will have all realised by now that, sadly, we had to postpone the Petts Wood 
May Fayre, which was hugely disappointing for everyone concerned, but mostly 
for our May Queen, Georgia Tapsell.  We are ‘playing it by ear’ but we are hoping 
to reschedule it later in the year – watch this space. 
 
The PWBA has been busy these last few weeks keeping the community updated 
on Facebook with lots of information, mainly the shops’ statuses so that 
everyone is well-informed, and encouraging our many followers to share the 
posts to support all the local businesses. We all look forward to a time when the 
businesses are able to return to some kind of normal but, of course, the main 
priority at the moment is keeping well and safe. 
 
To get in touch with the Petts Wood Business Association: 
 
liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk  
@pettswoodbusinessassociation (Facebook) 
07775 725435 
  



kumon.co.uk

Kumon’s maths and English study 
programmes work to build your child’s 
confidence and inspire a passion for learning. 

Contact your local Instructor for a Free Assessment.
Petts Wood Study Centre 020 8432 3414
Classes held at Kingsbury Hall, Christ Church,  
Tudor Way, Petts Wood, Orpington, BR5 1LH

Boost your 
child’s 

confidence

Highly skilled and 
talented florists with 
years of experience in 
the floristry business.

Belles Florist has been professionally run for 10 years with a 
range of love, passion and care for each individual floral design.

We cater for all occasions and offer free consultations.
211 Petts Wood Road, Petts Wood, Kent BR5 1LA
01689 872372 • www.bellesflorist.co.uk • info@bellesflorist.co.uk

Large selection of hardware and e-liquids 
from Malaysia, us and uk stocked

8 Chatsworth Parade, Queensway, Petts Wood, BR5 1DF

Telephone:
01689 820783

PETTS WOOD

BUSINESS
NETWORK
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR 
 
Just to let you all know that due to Coronavirus, both the Diary: Weekly Events 
and the Diary: Single Events sections have been suspended until further notice. 
 

 
If you wish to submit any articles for the June 2020 edition of the Gazette, 

please send these to the Editor by the submission deadline of  
Monday 18th May 2020 

Thank you 
 
  

 
 

Are you looking for an interesting gift?  Perhaps one that will let friends and family know 
all about your home town.  Then why not buy a copy of Peter Waymark’s “A History of 
Petts Wood” – Millennium Edition Available at £6.95 from JK News, Stones and With 

Best Wishes (all in Station Square) or any member of the Committee. 
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LOCAL MPs, LOCAL ASSEMBLY MEMBER, LOCAL 
COUNCILLORS, POLICE, BIGGIN HILL, AND 

FIXMYSTREET WEBSITE 
  

GARETH BACON - MP FOR ORPINGTON  
House of Commons, London, SW1A 0AA  

gareth.bacon.mp@parliament.uk 
 

GARETH BACON - ASSEMBLY MEMBER FOR BEXLEY & BROMLEY 
(until May 2021) 

City Hall, The Queen’s Walk, London, SE1 2AA 
gareth.bacon@london.gov.uk  

 
SIR ROBERT NEILL – MP FOR BROMLEY AND CHISLEHURST 

House of Commons, London, SW1A 0AA 
bob.neill.mp@parliament.uk 

COUNCILLORS for PETTS WOOD & KNOLL WARD 
c/o Members Room, Bromley Civic Centre, Stockwell Close, 

Bromley, BR1 3UH 
Councillor Simon Fawthrop simon.fawthrop@bromley.gov.uk 
Councillor Keith Onslow  keith.onslow@bromley.gov.uk 
Councillor Tony Owen tony.owen@bromley.gov.uk  

COUNCILLORS for CRAY VALLEY WEST WARD 
Councillor Judi Ellis  judith.ellis@bromley.gov.uk 
Councillor Colin Hitchins colin.hitchins@bromley.gov.uk 
Councillor Gary Stevens gary.stevens@bromley.gov.uk 

 
 POLICE CONTACT DETAILS 

LOCAL TEAM: 0208 721 2609 
NON-URGENT MATTERS:  101 
EMERGENCY NUMBER:  999 

 
BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT CONTACT DETAILS 

TRAFFIC NOISE:  01959 578580 
 

TO REPORT LOCAL PROBLEMS SUCH AS BROKEN PAVING 
STONES, STREET LIGHTING FAULTS, FLY- TIPPING OR 

GRAFFITI, GO TO WEBSITE:  www.fixmystreet.com 
 
  

     
 



 
 

 

The Association was founded in 1929 to preserve and develop the 
amenities of the district and to promote an active interest in local 
government.  It is strictly non-party and non-sectarian, and our 
constitution is available from the Secretary.  Membership is circa 3,200 
households and the subscription is £4. 
www.pettswood.org.uk     www.facebook.com/YourPettsWood 

                                                          OFFICERS 
Chairman John Powell, MBE  chairman@pettswood.org.uk 

Vice-Chair/Planning Andrea Stevens  andreas@pettswood.org.uk 
Treasurer & Advertising Susan Radford  susanr@pettswood.org.uk 

Secretary Janet Guntrip  janetg@pettswood.org.uk 

 COMMITTEE 
Community Liaison Brian Eaton  brian@pettswood,org.uk 
Crime & Policing Derek Marrable  derekm@pettswood.org.uk 

Education Rane Ranasinghe  raner@pettswood.org.uk 

Environment 
Health 

Phil Birch 
Elizabeth Strachan 

 philb@pettswood.org.uk 
elizabeths@pettswood.org.uk 

Membership Secretary Katrina Summerfield  membership@pettswood.org.uk 
National Trust Mel Wright  melwillwright@gmail.com 
Public Transport*    
Traffic/Parking David Boswell  d.boswell2011@btinternet.com 
Committee Member 
Committee Member 

Deborrah Baker 
Graham Knight-Zhang 

 deborrah@pettswood.org.uk 
graham@pettswood.org.uk 

 ASSOCIATES 
Diary Chris Levey   clevey@pettswood.org.uk 
Gazette Editor Marian Smith   editor@pettswood.org.uk 
Main Distributor Stephen Martin   
Website Ian Smith   webmaster@pettswood.org.uk 
Cover Artwork Colin Earl   earl@cartoonworld.org 
Letters  30 Birchwood Rd  BR5 1NZ  
Gazette Printer Conquest Litho Ltd 

 
 info@conquestlitho.co.uk 

This month’s cover Ladywell Avenue   
 LIFE MEMBERS 

Mr R.J. Barber ~  Mrs V.M.E. Cannon ~ Mr C. Earl ~ Mr C.J. Harris ~ Mr C.R. House ~ Mrs B.M. Martin  
~ Mr K. Short ~ Mr P. Stanley ~ Mrs J. Towers ~ Mr P.C. Varley ~  Mr P. Waymark ~   Mr P.J. Webb  ~  
Mr R.A. Wheeler ~   Mrs A. Willatt ~ Mr S.M. Wood  

 
                                                       DISCLAIMER 
The Petts Wood and District Residents’ Association accepts no responsibility for the content of any 
advertisement published in The Gazette or on our notice board.  Readers should note that the inclusion 
of any advertisement in no way implies approval or recommendation of either the terms of any offer 
contained therein or of the advertiser by the Petts Wood and District Residents’ Association.  The 
Association also accepts no responsibility for any errors or omissions in publishing the dates, times and 
details of local events, nor for any problems arising out of those errors or omissions. The views expressed 
by contributors to the Petts Wood Gazette are their own and are not necessarily those of the Editor or the 
Petts Wood and District Residents’ Association. 

 
 

*Alan Bodley (to be co-opted to the Committee in due course), bizzy@bodley20.plus.com 


